G3 SIDE BET: RULES OF PLAY ($1 = 1 CREDIT)
1. Progressive Paï Gow Poker – G3 Edition is a game with optional multi-bet
side wager.
2. Players must play the underlying game to be allowed to play the side bet.
They can place a side bet on their own hand or on the dealer’s hand.
3. For the player to participate in side bet, he must first buy in (purchase
credits) from the dealer. The dealer will then enter the credits into his
keypad, and the credits will appear in the player’s credit bank.
4. Pay table below:
HAND

PAY TABLE

7 Card Straight Flush
5 Aces
5 of a Kind
Royal Flush
Straight Flush
4 of a Kind
Full House
Lucky Player*
Lucky Dealer
Magic Card
Average Jackpot
Minimum Seed Amount
House Edge
Hit Frequency

100% of jackpot
10% of jackpot
1,000 For 1
400 For 1
100 For 1
40 For 1
4 For 1
5 For 1
5 For 1
20 For 1

HAND ODDS
676,060 to 1
136,652 to 1
45,551 to 1
6,277 to 1
883 to 1
302 to 1
29 to 1
38 to 1
38 to 1
288 to 1

RETURN
PERCENTAGES
6.085%
3.010%
2.195%
6.372%
11.321%
13.265%
13.847%
12.000%
11.905%
6.951%
$61,706
$10,000
25%
6.54% (1 in 15.3)
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5. The meter will be reseeded when a 100% award hits. The cost of the
reseed has been factored in to the casino’s mathematical advantage.
6. To begin each round, players must make their standard game wagers and
their multi-bet side wager on player and/or dealer’s hand. Players must
place these bets on the Personal Bet Manager (PBM) in front of their
betting positions. The wager(s) will be displayed on the PBM’s display.
There is a player button and a dealer button. The player must press these
buttons to place wager(s).
7. Once all players have placed their bets, the dealer will then press
“START” on the dealer keypad. The PBMs will then be locked.
8. The dealer then follows house procedures for dealing the regular game.
9. While reconciling standard wagers, the dealer also reconciles multi-bet
side wagers.
a. Fixed Prizes:
i. These prizes are multiplied by the number of credits the
player wagered on the winning hand.
ii. All fixed prizes won with the PBMs (i.e. side wagers) on the
player and/or dealer hand(s) will be paid directly to the
winning player’s PBM. This will deduct the appropriate
amount from the meter. Note: At the casino’s discretion,
some high level prize payouts may require authorized
personnel such as supervisor or manager.
iii. If the dealer hand qualifies for a side bet prize, each player
who has placed a bet on the dealer hand will be awarded the
amount multiplied by their respective bet.
b. Progressive Prizes:
i. All progressive jackpot prizes are paid according to a $1.00
side wager equivalent.
ii. The top hand pays 100% of the progressive jackpot. This
prize is NOT multiplied by the number of credits wagered.
The secondary hand pays 10% of the progressive jackpot.
This prize is NOT multiplied by the number of credits
wagered.
iii. If the dealer hand qualifies for a progressive prize, the
progressive jackpot prize will be proportionally divided
according to the number of credits wagered on the dealer’s
hand by each player.
iv. In the event that more than one prize pay hits during the
same round, the dealer will first pay the players in the same
order in which the hands are paid. Note: Left to the casino’s
internal controls discretion.
v. When a player hits a progressive prize, the dealer should
immediately call a floor supervisor.
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vi. Once the casino verifies a progressive win, the authorized
personnel (i.e. supervisor or manager) shall perform the
appropriate payment procedure.
vii. In the case of multiple linked tables, winners are paid on
order in which the supervisor authorizes the wins. It is
recommended to process tables in the order that the wins
occur. Note: Left to the casino’s internal controls discretion.
10. At the end of the hand, the dealer presses “STOP”. This unlocks the
PBMs.
11. If the dealer enters the wrong information, authorized personnel must
resolve the situation using the Game Server features.
12. If the dealer makes a mistake while dealing the cards, he should declare
the hand a misdeal, and re-deal the cards. Caution: The dealer must not
press STOP. Each player’s side bets will remain the same during the redealt hand.
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